
We would like to revise our Autumn Term World Geography before 

we focus in on this term’s topic of India. 

 

Step One: Continents and Oceans 

Please feel free to dance along…… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFIS3aLQPfs 

 

Step Two: The Seven Continents of the World 

Now, please watch this link (you may wish to make some notes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYYakyS_HOg 

 

Please choose ONE of the following tasks to complete: 

 

Task A – create your own fact file based on all 7 continents. This 

could be in the form of a poster (drawn/written or typed) or 

produced as a powerpoint – be as creative as you like! 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFIS3aLQPfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYYakyS_HOg


Task B – The whole nation appears to be completing quizzes so we 

thought we’d get you prepared with some world-wide knowledge! 

Please answer the following questions. (A lot of these questions can 

be answered by watching ‘The Seven Continents of the World’ clip 

but you’ll need to do some geography research too!) 

 

ASIA 

1. a. Which three oceans surround the continent of Asia? 

b. Which of these three oceans is the largest? 

2. Can you name two of the attractions you might choose to visit in 

Asia? 

3. Which range of mountains in Asia are the highest in the world? 

 

AFRICA 

4. a. How many countries make up the continent of Africa? 

b. Which country in Africa has the largest population?  

(Take care: the answer isn’t Algeria!) 

5. What is the name of the longest river in the world? 

6. a. What sea lies north of Africa? 

b. Which continent lies north of Africa? 

7. a. What is the name of the largest hot desert in the world that  

        can be found in the north of Africa? 

b. Can you name 3 African countries that this desert stretches across? 

NORTH AMERICA 

7. a. Which North American country has the largest population? 

b. What is the capital city of this country? 

8. a. Which North American country is the richest? 

b. Which country in North America is the second richest? 

9. In which part of North America would you be able to see the 

Niagara Falls? 

 



 

 

SOUTH AMERICA 

10. a. Which river is the largest river in the world in volume? 

b. Name three South American countries that this river flows through. 

11. a. What is the world’s highest waterfall called? 

b. Which country in South America would you find this waterfall? 

 

ANTARCTICA 

 

11. Which ocean surrounds this ice covered continent? 

12. What is the only animal to inhabit the open icy waters of 

Antarctica during the winter? 

EUROPE 

13. a. Which country is the largest within Europe? 

b. What is the capital city of this country? 

14. Which two countries border Spain? 

15. What country in Europe is the smallest in the world? 

 

AUSTRALIA 

16. Name one main Australian city that lies on the northern 

coast. 

17. a. What is the capital city of Australia? 

b. What famous arts centre landmark can be found in 

this capital city? 

18. The world’s largest reef system can be found off the 

north-eastern coast. What is this reef called? 

  

 


